
One Assessment Platform, 
Limitless Testing Potential.

e-Assessment Awards : Winner in 2021, 2022, and 2023
                                            Finalist in 2024

Excel in Multi-Modal Test Delivery with 
Intuitive Assessments that Centres and 
Candidates will Value.

Enhanced with AI, Built on Integrity

Redefining the way people learn

TM



Assessment scenarios in which we thrive
Tina Tally, the Accountancy Bloomer

Tina, 56, is looking to overcome her fear of technology and move up the accountancy 
ladder. Tina is preparing to take her first test in 30 years and is nervous about using 
online proctoring. 

Hardware: Personal laptop

Internet: Stable connection

Dislikes: Complicated and unhelpful software

Exam: 2-hour online proctored MCQ

Our Solution
We believe that technology should be an enabler and not a barrier. 
SarasTM has been built to ensure that test takers have a positive experience 
regardless of their technical skills. Our platform supports the creation and 
delivery of multiple types of high-stakes professional tests.



Assessment scenarios in which we thrive
Leah Logic, the Cybersecurity Student

Leah, 22, is a distance learner undertaking a Cybersecurity Certification course, a 
subject that is rapidly evolving. Today she's taking an online adaptive test from home.

Hardware: MacBook

Internet: Unstable connection

Dislikes: Poor user experience

Exam: Variable length MCQ adaptive test

Our Solution
SarasTM is a cloud-based assessment platform that helps test publishers
deliver feedback that candidates and centres will value. With SarasTM, you 
have direct access to your content helping you keep pace with rapidly 
evolving workforce demands. 



Assessment Models
SarasTM is an award-winning modular solution that provides test publishers and 
professional testing associations with the ability to configure the perfect test journey. 
With SarasTM, you have complete control over what you test and where you test it, 
all within one trusted platform.
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Assessment scenarios in which we thrive
Hana Heal, the Nursing Student

Hana, 21, is taking a crucial exam in her journey to becoming a nurse. She is not alone 
today, Hana is sitting alongside 800 fellow students in a vast hall with 15,000 more at 
venues nationwide.

Hardware: AO-supplied laptop and monitor

Internet: Typically stable but with recent disruptions

Dislikes: Typing for long periods

Exam: 2-hour media-rich assessment

Our Solution
SarasTM supports high concurrency test delivery, with local server-based 
option for offline delivery, available if needed. With SarasTM, you have 
the confidence to deliver engaging and rich testing experiences at scale.



Assessment scenarios in which we thrive
Marco Mechanic, the Gulf Gas Engineer 

Marco, 34 , is an engineer at a gas processing plant in the Gulf of Mexico and speaks only 
Spanish. This week he’ll submit his last video evidence before his final summative test.

Hardware: Windows PC 

Internet: Stable connection

Dislikes: English only exams and platforms

Exam: 5-minute graded video submission

Our Solution
Localisation is an essential requirement for international growth. With 
SarasTM, you have a global platform ready for your global audience. SarasTM 
supports multiple assessment types giving test publishers the flexibility 
to accommodate multiple skill scenarios.



Email
sales@excelsoftcorp.com

Offices
UK | USA | India | Singapore | Malaysia

Excelsoft is one of the UK’s largest providers of award-winning assessment technology.

For years, Excelsoft has been supplying the assessment platform, SarasTM, for some of 
the largest test programs in the UK and beyond.

Contact our team today to learn more about our secrets, awards, and how we can help you 
develop and deliver multiple types of test programs in both the UK and overseas.

1.8B+
Test Submissions

30M+
Test Takers

250K+
Exams Proctored


